Letter: R
Preschool Theme: Chicka Chicka Boom Boom (Alphabet)
Bible Theme: Children will learn about the terms Alpha & Omega
and how God is the beginning and the end.
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Morning Circle: Ask the children whether they remember the name
of the character in a recent lesson who had long, long hair. Give
other clues until they remember is was "Rapunzel." Ask them what
letter makes the beginning sound in "Rapunzel." Show the children
the letter "R." Prepare your "letter bag" (or letter visuals) ahead of
circle time with some "r" objects. Include at least one red item in the
bag. Some "r" objects to consider are: rock, rainbow, ring, rabbit,
rat, rose, rocket, robot, radio, and rope. Let the children say each
object's name out loud when you pull it from the bag.
.
Read: Chicka Chicka Boom Boom, by Bill Martin Jr. and John
Archambault.
Have a prepared poster on which you've drawn a large coconut
tree. Have the letters A to Z written on small squares of paper with a
little sticky tape on the back of each. Give each child one or more
letters (depending on the size of your class.) As you read the story,
let the children come up and stick the appropriate letter on the
coconut tree as it is mentioned in the story.
Music & Movement: "Chicka Chicka Skatter Sketter, Can You Pick
Another Letter?" Instruct the children that they are going to play a
guessing game. Each child will get a chance to think of a letter of
the alphabet. A child will say the letter, and then the rest of the
children will think of three things that begin with that letter. The class
will work cooperatively with the teacher. For example, the teacher
will say, (while snapping her fingers or clapping softly to a rhythm,)
"Chicka chicka skatter sketter, can you pick another letter?" She will
point to the child she has chosen for this turn and await the child's
letter choice. In this case, the child says, "B," and the class will then
decide on three objects or animals that begin with "B." They might
say, "ball," "bear," and "bucket." The teacher will begin again, by
snapping out a soft rhythm, "Chicka chicka skatter sketter, can YOU
pick another letter?" She will choose another child, and the game
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can continue until all the letters have been chosen, or end with the
teacher's discretion. (If the children are too shy to choose letters
themselves, the teacher can pick letters randomly, show the letter,
then ask the class to cooperatively come up with three words that
begin with that letter.)
Snack: Alphabet soup or Alphabet crackers.
Centers:
1. Sponge-letter painting. Use sponge letter-shapes to make
alphabet prints on paper.
2. Magnetic letters. Provide several sets of magnetic letters and a
suitably large surface to use them on. Let the children try to arrange
the letters in alphabetical order, try to spell their names, make words,
etc.
3. Coconut toss. Set up three sturdy baskets marked "A," "B," and
"C." Let each child have a go at tossing three "coconuts" (small
brown beanbags or balls) into the baskets in alphabetical order.
Art Activity:
Chicka Boom Name Tree. Provide large sheets
of paper and easels for the children. Help the
children create a simple tree out of finger
paints or with paints and brushes. It might help
to have a basic template on the paper
beforehand. Provide small squares of paper
with the letters of each child's name. For
example, for a child named “Josh,” you would
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give him a “J,” an “O,” an “S,” and an “H.” Let the children
decorate or color in each of these letters. Then let them paste these
letters onto their name tree.
Bible Storytime:
Read: ABC God Loves Me, by The Land of Milk and Honey.
Bible Verse Bracelets: “‘I am the Alpha and the Omega,’ says the
Lord God,” Revelation 1:8. Explain that "alpha" and "omega" are the
first and last letters in the Greek alphabet. This means that God is
saying He is the beginning and the end of all things.
Bible Song: "The B-I-B-L-E" (Traditional)
Explain that this song teaches the letters that spell out the name of
the very best book to read! An additional, very fun, song to sing is
"The Best Book to Read is the Bible," by Colin Buchanan.
Additional Activity:
Act it out! Have a mini-play for the story, Chicka Chicka Boom
Boom. Pin a different letter of the alphabet on the front of each
child's shirt. Let them act out the part of their letter as the story is
read. (Try using the audio recording of Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
read by Ray Charles.) When it comes to the tree-climbing part of
the play, tell the children to pretend they are climbing, climbing,
climbing. Remind them to fall gently when their letter falls!
Optional Resources:
ABC Handwriting Worksheet
ABC Cursive Worksheet
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Hollow ABC Worksheet

Helpful Links:
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom Tot Book by Carisa
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom Lesson on Hubbards Cupboard
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom on Make Learning Fun
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom Video on YouTube
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